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a riveting novel about the remarkable life and many loves of author h g wells h g wells author of the
time machine and war of the worlds was one of the twentieth century s most prophetic and creative
writers a man who immersed himself in socialist politics and free love whose meteoric rise to fame
brought him into contact with the most important literary intellectual and political figures of his time
but who in later years felt increasingly ignored and disillusioned in his own utopian visions novelist
and critic david lodge has taken the compelling true story of wells s life and transformed it into a
witty and deeply moving narrative about a fascinating yet flawed man wells had sexual relations with
innumerable women in his lifetime but in 1944 as he finds himself dying he returns to the memories of a
select group of wives and mistresses including the brilliant young student amber reeves and the gifted
writer rebecca west as he reviews his professional political and romantic successes and failures it is
through his memories of these women that he comes to understand himself eloquent sexy and tender the
novel is an artfully composed portrait of wells s astonishing life with vivid glimpses of its turbulent
historical background by one of england s most respected and popular writers voted by indiereader as one
of the best indie books of 2013 chris orcutt has riveted and delighted readers with his critically
acclaimed dakota stevens mystery series now in his new short story collection the man the myth the
legend orcutt applies his artistry and fertile imagination to the perfect genre for busy readers of
ebooks short fiction a collection of entertaining and unique stories about 10 men the man the myth the
legend explores the idea that while men may come from very different walks of life at root they are more
alike than they seem grappling with the same issues and facing the same dilemmas love lust adultery
greed pride ambition revenge death and a desire for their lives to mean something from the emotionally
poignant to the outrageously humorous these stories dramatize the lives of a wide range of fascinating
men african big game hunter writer and bond salesman homicidal violinist road sign engineer bootlegger
global grain explorer corporate speechwriter professional dogcatcher fine arts painter civil war general
in the award winning story the bootlegger an ordinary man goes to extraordinary lengths to provide for
his family during the great depression in the blonde imperative a modern man contends with something all
men have since the beginning of time gut wrenching temptation and in the lost dispatches of general
george b mcclellan an infamous civil war general reveals the pitiful but hilarious depths of his own
self deception brimming with action adventure ample humor and clean picturesque writing the man the myth
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the legend combines the compelling narrative drive of great movies what happens next with the gemlike
beauty of the short story form praise from readers chris orcutt s writing is a surprise at every turn of
the page the writing is impeccable and filled with underlying humor and wit i would recommend the man
the myth the legend to anyone who enjoys suspense romance intrigue and humor so pretty much anyone
orcutt s glib use of language and deft ability to switch into multifarious voices and writing styles
captures the nuances of time setting and mentality of each protagonist making each story unique engaging
and insightful i absolutely loved this collection of short stories each story is unique and has a
different feel to it i personally loved the story seven whole grains on a mission it s just incredibly
clever and made me laugh out loud through the entire thing again i was thoroughly engaged in chris s
beautiful use of our language let this book take you away from the ordinary and whisk you away to other
worlds of interesting lives you ll find yourself engrossed in every chapter thinking about the stories
you ve read days later this book is like a mahogany box of sample liquors and cigar on the side each
bottle providing a new flavor and a memorable aftertaste in this tender and funny novel award winning
author hilma wolitzer mines the unpredictable fallout of suddenly becoming single later in life and the
chaos and joys of falling in love the second time around when edward schuyler a modest and bookish sixty
two year old science teacher is widowed he finds himself ambushed by female attention there are plenty
of unattached women around but a healthy handsome available man is a rare and desirable creature edward
receives phone calls from widows seeking love or at least lunch while well meaning friends try to set
him up at dinner parties even an attractive married neighbor offers herself to him the problem is that
edward doesn t feel available he s still mourning his beloved wife bee and prefers solitude and the
familiar routine of work gardening and bird watching but then his stepchildren surprise him by placing a
personal ad in the new york review of books on his behalf soon the letters flood in and edward is torn
between his loyalty to bee s memory and his growing longing for connection gradually reluctantly he
begins dating dating after death as one correspondent puts it and his encounters are variously startling
comical and sad just when edward thinks he has the game figured out a chance meeting proves that love
always arrives when it s least expected with wit warmth and a keen understanding of the heart an
available man explores aspects of loneliness and togetherness and the difference in the options open to
men and women of a certain age most of all the novel celebrates the endurance of love and its thrilling
capacity to bloom anew look for special features inside join the random house reader s circle for author
chats and more funny wise and touching the washington post wonderful hilma wolitzer s vision of the
world for all its sorrow is often hilarious and always compassionate the new york times book review
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smart and poignant an available man explores some universal truths that the past is never past life is
for the living and dating is really really hard o the oprah magazine charming wolitzer is a champ at the
closely observed droll novel of manners npr hilma wolitzer is an american literary treasure the boston
globe a deeply satisfying story of love lost and found bookreporter professor martin gregory is a
respected chicago writer after falling in love with a student and eventually losing both her and his job
he moves to the english countryside to re balance his life is his character strong enough to confront
what he discovers there or will he run from his biggest challenge chicago professor martin gregory is
the author of a critically acclaimed novel of love and longing a cult favorite among women the book
brings him unexpected status and prestige but also unwelcome fame a love affair with one of his students
derails his career and breaks his heart coming to terms with a life knocked off balance martin retreats
to a quiet english village only to be confronted at his flat by a mystery woman with an unexpected
message and an implausible request one that could alter his life forever a cross country train trip a
visit to his father s grave and a re examination of a deep loss will eventually reveal either martin s
greatest character or unearth his most heartbreaking flaw a well respected man is about the hard choices
we make to find fulfillment and the search to discover meaning in both the life we choose and the one
thrust upon us classic short stories from a master of american fiction exploring relationships war and
sportsmanship first published in 1927 men without women represents some of hemingway s most important
and compelling early writing in these fourteen stories hemingway begins to examine the themes that would
occupy his later works the casualties of war the often uneasy relationship between men and women sports
and sportsmanship in another country tells of an italian major recovering from war wounds as he mourns
the untimely death of his wife the killers is the hard edged story about two chicago gunmen and their
potential victim nick adams makes an appearance in ten indians in which he is presumably betrayed by his
girlfriend prudence and hills like white elephants is a young couple s subtle heart wrenching discussion
about the future pared down gritty and subtly expressive these stories show the young hemingway emerging
as one of america s finest short story writers an engrossing biography of a brilliant novelist
underappreciated in his own time who became a twenty first century bestseller from the new york times
bestselling author the new yorker when stoner was published in 1965 the novel sold only a couple of
thousand copies before disappearing with hardly a trace yet the quietly powerful tale of midwestern
college professor william stoner whose life becomes a parable of solitude and anguish eventually found
an admiring audience in america and especially in europe the new york times called stoner a perfect
novel and a host of writers and critics including colum mccann julian barnes bret easton ellis ian
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mcewan emma straub ruth rendell c p snow and irving howe praised its artistry the new yorker deemed it a
masterly portrait of a truly virtuous and dedicated man this biography traces the life of stoner s
author john williams charles j shields follows the whole arc of williams s life which in many ways
paralleled that of his titular character from their shared working class backgrounds to their
undistinguished careers in academia shields vividly recounts williams s development as an author whose
other works include the novels butcher s crossing and augustus for the latter williams shared the 1972
national book award shields also reveals the astonishing afterlife of stoner which garnered new fans
with each american reissue and then became a bestseller all over europe after a dutch publisher brought
out a translation in 2013 since then stoner has been published in twenty one countries and sold over a
million copies like williams shields know how to tell a good story one that will appeal especially to
those interested in the ins and outs of the publishing industry and the ups and downs of a writer s life
los angeles review of books a study of the author s character and personality as reflected in his
writings letters and journals and all that has been written about him in his own lifetime and since his
death in 1953 william golding was a provincial schoolteacher writing books on his breaks lunch hours and
holidays his work had been rejected by every major publisher until an editor at faber and faber pulled
his manuscript off the rejection pile this was to become lord of the flies a book that would sell in the
millions and bring golding worldwide recognition golding went on to become one of the most popular and
influential british authors to have emerged since world war ii he received the booker prize for the
novel rites of passage in 1980 and the nobel prize for literature in 1983 stephen king has stated that
the castle rock in lord of the flies continues to inspire him so much so that he named his entertainment
company after it and has placed the golding novel prominently in his novels hearts in atlantis and cujo
golding has been called a british vonnegut disheveled and darkly humorous perverse when it would have
been easier to be bitter bitter when it would have been easier to be lazy sometimes more disturbing than
he is palatable and above all fascinating beyond measure yet despite the fame and acclaim the renowned
author saw himself as a monster a reclusive depressive ruled by his fears and a man who battled
alcoholism throughout his life in addition to being a schoolteacher golding was a scientist a sailor and
a poet before becoming a bestselling author and his embitterment and alienation his family the women in
his past along with his experiences in the war inform his work this is the first book to unpack the life
and character of a man whose entire oeuvre dealt with the conflict between light and dark in the human
soul tracing the defects of society back to the defects of human nature itself drawing almost entirely
on materials that have never before been made public john carey sheds new light on golding through his
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exclusive access to golding s family carey uses hundreds of letters unpublished works and golding s
intimate journals to draw a revelatory and definitive portrait an acclaimed critic carey enriches
crucially our appreciation of the literary work of golding bringing us as the best literary biographies
do back to the books and with equal parts lyricism and driving emotion carey brings to light a life that
is extraordinary to the point of transcendent and a writer who trusted the imagination above all things
men and women writers of the 1930s is a searching critique of the issues of memory and gender during
this dynamic decade montefiore asks two principle questions what part does memory play in the political
literature of and about 1930s britain and what were the roles of women both as writers and as signifying
objects in constructing that literature montefiore s topical analysis of 1930s mass unemployment fascist
uprise and appeasement is shockingly relevant in society today issues of class anti fascist historical
novels post war memoirs of auden generation writers and neglected women poets are discussed at length
writers include george orwell virginia woolf w h auden storm jameson jean rhys rebecca west this is a
new release of the original 1947 edition 1930年代 ナチスの影におおわれたスロヴァキアでファシストに家族を惨殺され 祖父とともに辛くも生き延びたジプシーの少女ゾリ
音楽を生業とする仲間との旅暮らしのなかで 歌にのせる言葉を紡ぎ出す楽しさを知った彼女は ジプシーの掟で禁忌とされる読み書きをひそかに習い 天賦の詩の才能を開花させていく そして戦後 社会主義政権下のブラチスラ
ヴァで ゾリは 革命詩人ストラーンスキーとイギリス人の翻訳家スワンに見いだされ 完璧なプロレタリア詩人 として一躍文壇の寵児となる 詩を愛し 言葉の力が世界を変えると純粋に信じていた彼ら しかし50年代のチェ
コスロヴァキアに訪れた政治的変化は一人ひとりの運命を狂わせていく 激しく揺れ動く東西ヨーロッパの戦後史を生きた ひとりの女の人生をあざやかに描く長編小説 enoch arnold bennett 27 may
1867 27 march 1931 was an english writer he is nowadays best known as a novelist but he also worked in
other fields such as the theatre journalism propaganda and film early life bennett was born in a modest
house in hanley in the potteries district of staffordshire hanley is one of a conurbation of six towns
which were joined together at the beginning of the 20th century as stoke on trent enoch bennett his
father qualified as a solicitor in 1876 and the family moved to a larger house between hanley and
burslem bennett was educated locally in newcastle under lyme bennett was employed by his father but the
working relationship failed he found himself doing jobs such as rent collecting which were uncongenial
bennett also resented the low pay it is no accident that the theme of parental miserliness is important
in his novels in his spare time he was able to do a little journalism but his breakthrough as a writer
came after he had moved from the potteries at the age of 21 he left his father s practice and went to
london as a solicitor s clerk career journalism and nonfiction bennett won a literary competition hosted
by tit bits magazine in 1889 and was encouraged to take up journalism full time in 1894 he became
assistant editor of the periodical woman he noticed that the material offered by a syndicate to the
magazine was not very good so he wrote a serial which was bought by the syndicate for 75 equivalent to
10 000 in 2015 he then wrote another this became the grand babylon hotel just over four years later his
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first novel a man from the north was published to critical acclaim and he became editor of the magazine
from 1900 he devoted himself full time to writing giving up the editorship he continued to write
journalism despite the success of his career as a novelist in 1926 at the suggestion of lord beaverbrook
he began writing an influential weekly article on books for the evening standard newspaper as well as
the novels much of bennett s non fiction work has stood the test of time one of his most popular non
fiction works which is still read to this day is the self help book how to live on 24 hours a day his
diaries have yet to be published in full but extracts from them are often quoted in the british press
nobel prize winner peter handke s autobiographical novel my year in no man s bay is a meditation on two
decades of a writer s life culminating in a solitary sobering year of reckoning publishers weekly in his
most substantial novel to date handke tells the story of an austrian writer a man much like handke
himself who undergoes a metamorphosis from self assured artist into passive observer and chronicler he
explores the world and describes his many severed relationships from his tenuous contact with his son to
a failed marriage to the catalan to a doomed love affair with a former miss yugoslavia as the writer
sifts through his memories he is also under pressure to complete his next novel but he cannot decide how
to come to terms with both the complexity of the world and the inability of his novel to reflect it joe
a 36 year old advertising copywriter for a slick new york company feels disillusioned with his life he
starts dreaming of a mysterious man seeing him on the street and hearing his voice joe decides to listen
to the man and so he waits on his stoop day and night for instructions waiting for the man is a
compelling and visceral story about the struggle to find something more in life told in two interwoven
threads joe at the beginning of his journey in manhattan and at the end of it as he finds new purpose on
a ranch in montana under the endless sky a man from the north was arnold bennett s first novel published
in 1898 fleeing a drab and dead end existence richard larch moves south from bursley to london intent
upon pursuing a career as a writer great things are expected of him by those he has left behind but will
he fulfil their expectations and publish a novel or be consumed by all the metropolis has to offer he is
also looking for companionship and love but finds his high hopes dashed when life in the capital is
fraught with difficulties and the glittering career proves to be more elusive than anticipated enoch
arnold bennett 27 may 1867 27 march 1931 was an english writer he is best known as a novelist but he
also worked in other fields such as journalism propaganda and film ennett was born in a modest house in
hanley in the potteries district of staffordshire hanley is one of a conurbation of six towns which were
joined together at the beginning of the 20th century as stoke on trent enoch bennett his father
qualified as a solicitor in 1876 and the family moved to a larger house between hanley and burslem
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bennett was educated locally in newcastle under lyme bennett was employed by his father but the working
relationship failed bennett found himself doing jobs such as rent collecting which were uncongenial he
also resented the low pay it is no accident that the theme of parental miserliness is important in his
novels in his spare time he was able to do a little journalism but his breakthrough as a writer came
after he had moved from the potteries at the age of 21 he left his father s practice and went to london
as a solicitor s clerk four time edgar award winning author lawrence block s definitive essay collection
on the art of writing fiction for ten years crime novelist lawrence block funneled his wealth of writing
expertise into a monthly column for writer s digest collected here for the first time are those pieces
illuminating the tricks of the authorial trade from creating vibrant characters and generating seamless
plots to conquering writer s block and experimenting with self publishing filled with wit and insight
the liar s bible is a must read for experts amateurs and anyone interested in learning to craft great
fiction from one of the field s modern masters this ebook features an illustrated biography of lawrence
block including rare photos and never before seen documents from the author s personal collection i was
beating the life out of bibhuti with a baseball bat when my first monsoon broke john lock has come to
india to meet his destiny a destiny dressed in a white karate suit and sporting an impressive moustache
he has fled the quiet desperation of his life in england decades wasted in a meaningless job a marriage
foundering in the wake of loss and a terrible secret he cannot bear to share with his wife he has come
to offer his help to a man who has learned to conquer pain a world record breaker who specialises in
feats of extreme endurance and ill advised masochism bibhuti nayak s next record attempt to have fifty
baseball bats broken over his body will set the seal on a career that has seen him rise from poverty to
become a minor celebrity in a nation where standing out from the crowd requires tenacity courage and
perhaps a touch of madness in answering bibhuti s call for assistance john hopes to rewrite a brave end
to a life poorly lived but as they take their leap of faith together and john is welcomed into bibhuti s
family and into the colour and chaos of mumbai where he encounters ping pong playing monks a fearless
seven year old martial arts warrior and an old man longing for the monsoon to wash him away he learns
more about life and death and everything in between than he could ever have bargained for relationships
contemporary classic this is an exciting collection from the experience of an african american writer
whose voice should be read and heard whether black or white the lyrical content in his work flow from
poems relating to matters of the heart to poems of the struggle of the world in the streets to the place
of god in the journey of life relax and get in touch with a gentle read from a different poet in a
simple perspective that s universal and all can relate with this collection is a treasure an essential
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collection of the work of a poet whose words have entered our common language timeless the spirit of
those words will live on in this body of words from a writer who captures emotion and feeling in poetic
context the national book award finalist explores contemporary gender realities in a collection of short
fiction that traces the experiences of diverse characters at various stages of life maximilian foster
1871 1943 writer journalist and author who over his career contributed many stories to the saturday
evening post born february 27 1871 in san francisco california usa died september 21 1943 age 72 in new
york city new york usa at four o clock in the morning everybody in the tent was still asleep exhausted
by the terrible march of the previous day the hummocky ice and pressure ridges that bennett had foreseen
had at last been met with and though camp had been broken at six o clock and though men and dogs had
hauled and tugged and wrestled with the heavy sledges until five o clock in the afternoon only a mile
and a half had been covered but though the progress was slow it was yet progress it was not the
harrowing heart breaking immobility of those long months aboard the freja every yard to the southward
though won at the expense of a battle with the ice brought them nearer to wrangel island and ultimate
safety then too at supper time the unexpected had happened bennett moved no doubt by their weakened
condition had dealt out extra rations to each man one and two thirds ounces of butter and six and two
thirds ounces of aleuronate bread a veritable luxury after the unvarying diet of pemmican lime juice and
dried potatoes of the past fortnight the men had got into their sleeping bags early and until four o
clock in the morning had slept profoundly inert stupefied almost without movement but a few minutes
after four o clock bennett awoke he was usually up about half an hour before the others on the day
before he had been able to get a meridian altitude of the sun and was anxious to complete his
calculations as to the expedition s position on the chart that he had begun in the evening a fiction
within a fiction a labyrinthine edifice of funny mournful and harrowing meditations on the fatal impasse
between a man and a woman my life as a man is roth s most blistering novel at its heart lies the
marriage of peter and maureen tarnopol a gifted young writer and the woman who wants to be his muse but
who instead is his nemesis their union is based on fraud and shored up by moral blackmail but it is so
perversely durable that long after maureen s death peter is still trying and failing to write his way
free of it out of desperate inventions and cauterizing truths acts of weakness tenderheartedness and
shocking cruelty philip roth creates a work worthy of strindberg a fierce tragedy of sexual need and
blindness this powerful original and above all unpredictable novel pits wilfred barclay a famous but
failing british novelist against rick l tucker an obscure american academic whose escape from scholarly
oblivion hinges on becoming the barclay man biographer editor of the posthumous papers and the
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recognized authority barclay s slide into destructive drinking marital failure and middle aged lust is
alternately pandered to and documented by the indefatigable tucker locked in a lethal relationship of
mutual dependence the two men totter on the brink of physical emotional and spiritual chasms their
hatred of each other and themselves growing as they lose their wives their self respect and their
illusions golding s deceptively comic touch heightens the stunning impact of a climax that is as
inevitable as it is unexpected our heroine is a girl decidedly out of the ordinary dramatic and
containing some tremendous descriptions of the daring of the men who are trying to reach the north pole
but at the same time it s essentially a woman s book and the story works itself out in the solution of a
difficulty that is continually presented in real life the wife s attitude in relation to her husband
when both have well defined careers we are delighted to publish this classic book as part of our
extensive classic library collection many of the books in our collection have been out of print for
decades and therefore have not been accessible to the general public the aim of our publishing program
is to facilitate rapid access to this vast reservoir of literature and our view is that this is a
significant literary work which deserves to be brought back into print after many decades the contents
of the vast majority of titles in the classic library have been scanned from the original works to
ensure a high quality product each title has been meticulously hand curated by our staff our philosophy
has been guided by a desire to provide the reader with a book that is as close as possible to ownership
of the original work we hope that you will enjoy this wonderful classic work and that for you it becomes
an enriching experience sample text readers will learn about stan lee s early years how he got into the
comic business and when he came up with his extremely popular characters like spider man each title is
complete with simple text a timeline and great photographs of lee from childhood to present times
aligned to common core standards and correlated to state standards abdo kids jumbo is an imprint of abdo
kids a division of abdo our heroine is a girl decidedly out of the ordinary dramatic and containing some
tremendous descriptions of the daring of the men who are trying to reach the north pole but at the same
time it s essentially a woman s book and the story works itself out in the solution of a difficulty that
is continually presented in real life the wife s attitude in relation to her husband when both have well
defined careers
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A Man of Parts 2011-09-15 a riveting novel about the remarkable life and many loves of author h g wells
h g wells author of the time machine and war of the worlds was one of the twentieth century s most
prophetic and creative writers a man who immersed himself in socialist politics and free love whose
meteoric rise to fame brought him into contact with the most important literary intellectual and
political figures of his time but who in later years felt increasingly ignored and disillusioned in his
own utopian visions novelist and critic david lodge has taken the compelling true story of wells s life
and transformed it into a witty and deeply moving narrative about a fascinating yet flawed man wells had
sexual relations with innumerable women in his lifetime but in 1944 as he finds himself dying he returns
to the memories of a select group of wives and mistresses including the brilliant young student amber
reeves and the gifted writer rebecca west as he reviews his professional political and romantic
successes and failures it is through his memories of these women that he comes to understand himself
eloquent sexy and tender the novel is an artfully composed portrait of wells s astonishing life with
vivid glimpses of its turbulent historical background by one of england s most respected and popular
writers
The Man, The Myth, The Legend 2013-07-08 voted by indiereader as one of the best indie books of 2013
chris orcutt has riveted and delighted readers with his critically acclaimed dakota stevens mystery
series now in his new short story collection the man the myth the legend orcutt applies his artistry and
fertile imagination to the perfect genre for busy readers of ebooks short fiction a collection of
entertaining and unique stories about 10 men the man the myth the legend explores the idea that while
men may come from very different walks of life at root they are more alike than they seem grappling with
the same issues and facing the same dilemmas love lust adultery greed pride ambition revenge death and a
desire for their lives to mean something from the emotionally poignant to the outrageously humorous
these stories dramatize the lives of a wide range of fascinating men african big game hunter writer and
bond salesman homicidal violinist road sign engineer bootlegger global grain explorer corporate
speechwriter professional dogcatcher fine arts painter civil war general in the award winning story the
bootlegger an ordinary man goes to extraordinary lengths to provide for his family during the great
depression in the blonde imperative a modern man contends with something all men have since the
beginning of time gut wrenching temptation and in the lost dispatches of general george b mcclellan an
infamous civil war general reveals the pitiful but hilarious depths of his own self deception brimming
with action adventure ample humor and clean picturesque writing the man the myth the legend combines the
compelling narrative drive of great movies what happens next with the gemlike beauty of the short story
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form praise from readers chris orcutt s writing is a surprise at every turn of the page the writing is
impeccable and filled with underlying humor and wit i would recommend the man the myth the legend to
anyone who enjoys suspense romance intrigue and humor so pretty much anyone orcutt s glib use of
language and deft ability to switch into multifarious voices and writing styles captures the nuances of
time setting and mentality of each protagonist making each story unique engaging and insightful i
absolutely loved this collection of short stories each story is unique and has a different feel to it i
personally loved the story seven whole grains on a mission it s just incredibly clever and made me laugh
out loud through the entire thing again i was thoroughly engaged in chris s beautiful use of our
language let this book take you away from the ordinary and whisk you away to other worlds of interesting
lives you ll find yourself engrossed in every chapter thinking about the stories you ve read days later
this book is like a mahogany box of sample liquors and cigar on the side each bottle providing a new
flavor and a memorable aftertaste
An Available Man 2012-01-24 in this tender and funny novel award winning author hilma wolitzer mines the
unpredictable fallout of suddenly becoming single later in life and the chaos and joys of falling in
love the second time around when edward schuyler a modest and bookish sixty two year old science teacher
is widowed he finds himself ambushed by female attention there are plenty of unattached women around but
a healthy handsome available man is a rare and desirable creature edward receives phone calls from
widows seeking love or at least lunch while well meaning friends try to set him up at dinner parties
even an attractive married neighbor offers herself to him the problem is that edward doesn t feel
available he s still mourning his beloved wife bee and prefers solitude and the familiar routine of work
gardening and bird watching but then his stepchildren surprise him by placing a personal ad in the new
york review of books on his behalf soon the letters flood in and edward is torn between his loyalty to
bee s memory and his growing longing for connection gradually reluctantly he begins dating dating after
death as one correspondent puts it and his encounters are variously startling comical and sad just when
edward thinks he has the game figured out a chance meeting proves that love always arrives when it s
least expected with wit warmth and a keen understanding of the heart an available man explores aspects
of loneliness and togetherness and the difference in the options open to men and women of a certain age
most of all the novel celebrates the endurance of love and its thrilling capacity to bloom anew look for
special features inside join the random house reader s circle for author chats and more funny wise and
touching the washington post wonderful hilma wolitzer s vision of the world for all its sorrow is often
hilarious and always compassionate the new york times book review smart and poignant an available man
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explores some universal truths that the past is never past life is for the living and dating is really
really hard o the oprah magazine charming wolitzer is a champ at the closely observed droll novel of
manners npr hilma wolitzer is an american literary treasure the boston globe a deeply satisfying story
of love lost and found bookreporter
A Well-Respected Man 2018-01-04 professor martin gregory is a respected chicago writer after falling in
love with a student and eventually losing both her and his job he moves to the english countryside to re
balance his life is his character strong enough to confront what he discovers there or will he run from
his biggest challenge chicago professor martin gregory is the author of a critically acclaimed novel of
love and longing a cult favorite among women the book brings him unexpected status and prestige but also
unwelcome fame a love affair with one of his students derails his career and breaks his heart coming to
terms with a life knocked off balance martin retreats to a quiet english village only to be confronted
at his flat by a mystery woman with an unexpected message and an implausible request one that could
alter his life forever a cross country train trip a visit to his father s grave and a re examination of
a deep loss will eventually reveal either martin s greatest character or unearth his most heartbreaking
flaw a well respected man is about the hard choices we make to find fulfillment and the search to
discover meaning in both the life we choose and the one thrust upon us
Men Without Women 2002-07-25 classic short stories from a master of american fiction exploring
relationships war and sportsmanship first published in 1927 men without women represents some of
hemingway s most important and compelling early writing in these fourteen stories hemingway begins to
examine the themes that would occupy his later works the casualties of war the often uneasy relationship
between men and women sports and sportsmanship in another country tells of an italian major recovering
from war wounds as he mourns the untimely death of his wife the killers is the hard edged story about
two chicago gunmen and their potential victim nick adams makes an appearance in ten indians in which he
is presumably betrayed by his girlfriend prudence and hills like white elephants is a young couple s
subtle heart wrenching discussion about the future pared down gritty and subtly expressive these stories
show the young hemingway emerging as one of america s finest short story writers
The Man Who Wrote the Perfect Novel 2018-10-15 an engrossing biography of a brilliant novelist
underappreciated in his own time who became a twenty first century bestseller from the new york times
bestselling author the new yorker when stoner was published in 1965 the novel sold only a couple of
thousand copies before disappearing with hardly a trace yet the quietly powerful tale of midwestern
college professor william stoner whose life becomes a parable of solitude and anguish eventually found
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an admiring audience in america and especially in europe the new york times called stoner a perfect
novel and a host of writers and critics including colum mccann julian barnes bret easton ellis ian
mcewan emma straub ruth rendell c p snow and irving howe praised its artistry the new yorker deemed it a
masterly portrait of a truly virtuous and dedicated man this biography traces the life of stoner s
author john williams charles j shields follows the whole arc of williams s life which in many ways
paralleled that of his titular character from their shared working class backgrounds to their
undistinguished careers in academia shields vividly recounts williams s development as an author whose
other works include the novels butcher s crossing and augustus for the latter williams shared the 1972
national book award shields also reveals the astonishing afterlife of stoner which garnered new fans
with each american reissue and then became a bestseller all over europe after a dutch publisher brought
out a translation in 2013 since then stoner has been published in twenty one countries and sold over a
million copies like williams shields know how to tell a good story one that will appeal especially to
those interested in the ins and outs of the publishing industry and the ups and downs of a writer s life
los angeles review of books
Essays on Philosophical Writers and Other Men of Letters: Sir William Hamilton. Sir James Mackintosh.
Kant in his miscellaneous essays. Herder. John Paul Frederick Richter. Lessing 1860 a study of the
author s character and personality as reflected in his writings letters and journals and all that has
been written about him in his own lifetime and since his death
Nathaniel Hawthorne 1961 in 1953 william golding was a provincial schoolteacher writing books on his
breaks lunch hours and holidays his work had been rejected by every major publisher until an editor at
faber and faber pulled his manuscript off the rejection pile this was to become lord of the flies a book
that would sell in the millions and bring golding worldwide recognition golding went on to become one of
the most popular and influential british authors to have emerged since world war ii he received the
booker prize for the novel rites of passage in 1980 and the nobel prize for literature in 1983 stephen
king has stated that the castle rock in lord of the flies continues to inspire him so much so that he
named his entertainment company after it and has placed the golding novel prominently in his novels
hearts in atlantis and cujo golding has been called a british vonnegut disheveled and darkly humorous
perverse when it would have been easier to be bitter bitter when it would have been easier to be lazy
sometimes more disturbing than he is palatable and above all fascinating beyond measure yet despite the
fame and acclaim the renowned author saw himself as a monster a reclusive depressive ruled by his fears
and a man who battled alcoholism throughout his life in addition to being a schoolteacher golding was a
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scientist a sailor and a poet before becoming a bestselling author and his embitterment and alienation
his family the women in his past along with his experiences in the war inform his work this is the first
book to unpack the life and character of a man whose entire oeuvre dealt with the conflict between light
and dark in the human soul tracing the defects of society back to the defects of human nature itself
drawing almost entirely on materials that have never before been made public john carey sheds new light
on golding through his exclusive access to golding s family carey uses hundreds of letters unpublished
works and golding s intimate journals to draw a revelatory and definitive portrait an acclaimed critic
carey enriches crucially our appreciation of the literary work of golding bringing us as the best
literary biographies do back to the books and with equal parts lyricism and driving emotion carey brings
to light a life that is extraordinary to the point of transcendent and a writer who trusted the
imagination above all things
William Golding 2010-06-01 men and women writers of the 1930s is a searching critique of the issues of
memory and gender during this dynamic decade montefiore asks two principle questions what part does
memory play in the political literature of and about 1930s britain and what were the roles of women both
as writers and as signifying objects in constructing that literature montefiore s topical analysis of
1930s mass unemployment fascist uprise and appeasement is shockingly relevant in society today issues of
class anti fascist historical novels post war memoirs of auden generation writers and neglected women
poets are discussed at length writers include george orwell virginia woolf w h auden storm jameson jean
rhys rebecca west
Men and Women Writers of the 1930s 2003-09-02 this is a new release of the original 1947 edition
The Poor Man's Evening Portion ... Fourth edition, corrected by the author 1843 1930年代 ナチスの影におおわれたスロヴァキア
でファシストに家族を惨殺され 祖父とともに辛くも生き延びたジプシーの少女ゾリ 音楽を生業とする仲間との旅暮らしのなかで 歌にのせる言葉を紡ぎ出す楽しさを知った彼女は ジプシーの掟で禁忌とされる読み書きをひそか
に習い 天賦の詩の才能を開花させていく そして戦後 社会主義政権下のブラチスラヴァで ゾリは 革命詩人ストラーンスキーとイギリス人の翻訳家スワンに見いだされ 完璧なプロレタリア詩人 として一躍文壇の寵児となる
詩を愛し 言葉の力が世界を変えると純粋に信じていた彼ら しかし50年代のチェコスロヴァキアに訪れた政治的変化は一人ひとりの運命を狂わせていく 激しく揺れ動く東西ヨーロッパの戦後史を生きた ひとりの女の人生をあ
ざやかに描く長編小説
Thankfulness, by the author of Records of a good man's life. By C.B. Tayler 1852 enoch arnold bennett 27
may 1867 27 march 1931 was an english writer he is nowadays best known as a novelist but he also worked
in other fields such as the theatre journalism propaganda and film early life bennett was born in a
modest house in hanley in the potteries district of staffordshire hanley is one of a conurbation of six
towns which were joined together at the beginning of the 20th century as stoke on trent enoch bennett
his father qualified as a solicitor in 1876 and the family moved to a larger house between hanley and
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burslem bennett was educated locally in newcastle under lyme bennett was employed by his father but the
working relationship failed he found himself doing jobs such as rent collecting which were uncongenial
bennett also resented the low pay it is no accident that the theme of parental miserliness is important
in his novels in his spare time he was able to do a little journalism but his breakthrough as a writer
came after he had moved from the potteries at the age of 21 he left his father s practice and went to
london as a solicitor s clerk career journalism and nonfiction bennett won a literary competition hosted
by tit bits magazine in 1889 and was encouraged to take up journalism full time in 1894 he became
assistant editor of the periodical woman he noticed that the material offered by a syndicate to the
magazine was not very good so he wrote a serial which was bought by the syndicate for 75 equivalent to
10 000 in 2015 he then wrote another this became the grand babylon hotel just over four years later his
first novel a man from the north was published to critical acclaim and he became editor of the magazine
from 1900 he devoted himself full time to writing giving up the editorship he continued to write
journalism despite the success of his career as a novelist in 1926 at the suggestion of lord beaverbrook
he began writing an influential weekly article on books for the evening standard newspaper as well as
the novels much of bennett s non fiction work has stood the test of time one of his most popular non
fiction works which is still read to this day is the self help book how to live on 24 hours a day his
diaries have yet to be published in full but extracts from them are often quoted in the british press
Men of History. By Eminent Writers 1866 nobel prize winner peter handke s autobiographical novel my year
in no man s bay is a meditation on two decades of a writer s life culminating in a solitary sobering
year of reckoning publishers weekly in his most substantial novel to date handke tells the story of an
austrian writer a man much like handke himself who undergoes a metamorphosis from self assured artist
into passive observer and chronicler he explores the world and describes his many severed relationships
from his tenuous contact with his son to a failed marriage to the catalan to a doomed love affair with a
former miss yugoslavia as the writer sifts through his memories he is also under pressure to complete
his next novel but he cannot decide how to come to terms with both the complexity of the world and the
inability of his novel to reflect it
Frederick the Great 2013-10 joe a 36 year old advertising copywriter for a slick new york company feels
disillusioned with his life he starts dreaming of a mysterious man seeing him on the street and hearing
his voice joe decides to listen to the man and so he waits on his stoop day and night for instructions
waiting for the man is a compelling and visceral story about the struggle to find something more in life
told in two interwoven threads joe at the beginning of his journey in manhattan and at the end of it as
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he finds new purpose on a ranch in montana under the endless sky
ゾリ 2008-09 a man from the north was arnold bennett s first novel published in 1898 fleeing a drab and
dead end existence richard larch moves south from bursley to london intent upon pursuing a career as a
writer great things are expected of him by those he has left behind but will he fulfil their
expectations and publish a novel or be consumed by all the metropolis has to offer he is also looking
for companionship and love but finds his high hopes dashed when life in the capital is fraught with
difficulties and the glittering career proves to be more elusive than anticipated
A Man from the North. By: Arnold Bennett 2017-01-24 enoch arnold bennett 27 may 1867 27 march 1931 was
an english writer he is best known as a novelist but he also worked in other fields such as journalism
propaganda and film ennett was born in a modest house in hanley in the potteries district of
staffordshire hanley is one of a conurbation of six towns which were joined together at the beginning of
the 20th century as stoke on trent enoch bennett his father qualified as a solicitor in 1876 and the
family moved to a larger house between hanley and burslem bennett was educated locally in newcastle
under lyme bennett was employed by his father but the working relationship failed bennett found himself
doing jobs such as rent collecting which were uncongenial he also resented the low pay it is no accident
that the theme of parental miserliness is important in his novels in his spare time he was able to do a
little journalism but his breakthrough as a writer came after he had moved from the potteries at the age
of 21 he left his father s practice and went to london as a solicitor s clerk
My Year in the No-Man's-Bay 1998-08-05 four time edgar award winning author lawrence block s definitive
essay collection on the art of writing fiction for ten years crime novelist lawrence block funneled his
wealth of writing expertise into a monthly column for writer s digest collected here for the first time
are those pieces illuminating the tricks of the authorial trade from creating vibrant characters and
generating seamless plots to conquering writer s block and experimenting with self publishing filled
with wit and insight the liar s bible is a must read for experts amateurs and anyone interested in
learning to craft great fiction from one of the field s modern masters this ebook features an
illustrated biography of lawrence block including rare photos and never before seen documents from the
author s personal collection
Waiting for the Man 2015-08 i was beating the life out of bibhuti with a baseball bat when my first
monsoon broke john lock has come to india to meet his destiny a destiny dressed in a white karate suit
and sporting an impressive moustache he has fled the quiet desperation of his life in england decades
wasted in a meaningless job a marriage foundering in the wake of loss and a terrible secret he cannot
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bear to share with his wife he has come to offer his help to a man who has learned to conquer pain a
world record breaker who specialises in feats of extreme endurance and ill advised masochism bibhuti
nayak s next record attempt to have fifty baseball bats broken over his body will set the seal on a
career that has seen him rise from poverty to become a minor celebrity in a nation where standing out
from the crowd requires tenacity courage and perhaps a touch of madness in answering bibhuti s call for
assistance john hopes to rewrite a brave end to a life poorly lived but as they take their leap of faith
together and john is welcomed into bibhuti s family and into the colour and chaos of mumbai where he
encounters ping pong playing monks a fearless seven year old martial arts warrior and an old man longing
for the monsoon to wash him away he learns more about life and death and everything in between than he
could ever have bargained for
A Man from the North 2017-11-25 relationships contemporary classic
A Man from the North 2016-08-03 this is an exciting collection from the experience of an african
american writer whose voice should be read and heard whether black or white the lyrical content in his
work flow from poems relating to matters of the heart to poems of the struggle of the world in the
streets to the place of god in the journey of life relax and get in touch with a gentle read from a
different poet in a simple perspective that s universal and all can relate with this collection is a
treasure an essential collection of the work of a poet whose words have entered our common language
timeless the spirit of those words will live on in this body of words from a writer who captures emotion
and feeling in poetic context
The Man in the Empty Boat 2014-01-21 the national book award finalist explores contemporary gender
realities in a collection of short fiction that traces the experiences of diverse characters at various
stages of life
Man on Fire 2015-01-01 maximilian foster 1871 1943 writer journalist and author who over his career
contributed many stories to the saturday evening post born february 27 1871 in san francisco california
usa died september 21 1943 age 72 in new york city new york usa
Slow Man 2005 at four o clock in the morning everybody in the tent was still asleep exhausted by the
terrible march of the previous day the hummocky ice and pressure ridges that bennett had foreseen had at
last been met with and though camp had been broken at six o clock and though men and dogs had hauled and
tugged and wrestled with the heavy sledges until five o clock in the afternoon only a mile and a half
had been covered but though the progress was slow it was yet progress it was not the harrowing heart
breaking immobility of those long months aboard the freja every yard to the southward though won at the
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expense of a battle with the ice brought them nearer to wrangel island and ultimate safety then too at
supper time the unexpected had happened bennett moved no doubt by their weakened condition had dealt out
extra rations to each man one and two thirds ounces of butter and six and two thirds ounces of
aleuronate bread a veritable luxury after the unvarying diet of pemmican lime juice and dried potatoes
of the past fortnight the men had got into their sleeping bags early and until four o clock in the
morning had slept profoundly inert stupefied almost without movement but a few minutes after four o
clock bennett awoke he was usually up about half an hour before the others on the day before he had been
able to get a meridian altitude of the sun and was anxious to complete his calculations as to the
expedition s position on the chart that he had begun in the evening
Mortal Man 2021-10-29 a fiction within a fiction a labyrinthine edifice of funny mournful and harrowing
meditations on the fatal impasse between a man and a woman my life as a man is roth s most blistering
novel at its heart lies the marriage of peter and maureen tarnopol a gifted young writer and the woman
who wants to be his muse but who instead is his nemesis their union is based on fraud and shored up by
moral blackmail but it is so perversely durable that long after maureen s death peter is still trying
and failing to write his way free of it out of desperate inventions and cauterizing truths acts of
weakness tenderheartedness and shocking cruelty philip roth creates a work worthy of strindberg a fierce
tragedy of sexual need and blindness
To be a Man 2020 this powerful original and above all unpredictable novel pits wilfred barclay a famous
but failing british novelist against rick l tucker an obscure american academic whose escape from
scholarly oblivion hinges on becoming the barclay man biographer editor of the posthumous papers and the
recognized authority barclay s slide into destructive drinking marital failure and middle aged lust is
alternately pandered to and documented by the indefatigable tucker locked in a lethal relationship of
mutual dependence the two men totter on the brink of physical emotional and spiritual chasms their
hatred of each other and themselves growing as they lose their wives their self respect and their
illusions golding s deceptively comic touch heightens the stunning impact of a climax that is as
inevitable as it is unexpected
Rich Man, Poor Man 2014-09-26 our heroine is a girl decidedly out of the ordinary dramatic and
containing some tremendous descriptions of the daring of the men who are trying to reach the north pole
but at the same time it s essentially a woman s book and the story works itself out in the solution of a
difficulty that is continually presented in real life the wife s attitude in relation to her husband
when both have well defined careers we are delighted to publish this classic book as part of our
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extensive classic library collection many of the books in our collection have been out of print for
decades and therefore have not been accessible to the general public the aim of our publishing program
is to facilitate rapid access to this vast reservoir of literature and our view is that this is a
significant literary work which deserves to be brought back into print after many decades the contents
of the vast majority of titles in the classic library have been scanned from the original works to
ensure a high quality product each title has been meticulously hand curated by our staff our philosophy
has been guided by a desire to provide the reader with a book that is as close as possible to ownership
of the original work we hope that you will enjoy this wonderful classic work and that for you it becomes
an enriching experience
When a Man's Single 1888 sample text
A Man's Woman 2020-01-10 readers will learn about stan lee s early years how he got into the comic
business and when he came up with his extremely popular characters like spider man each title is
complete with simple text a timeline and great photographs of lee from childhood to present times
aligned to common core standards and correlated to state standards abdo kids jumbo is an imprint of abdo
kids a division of abdo
My Life as a Man 1974 our heroine is a girl decidedly out of the ordinary dramatic and containing some
tremendous descriptions of the daring of the men who are trying to reach the north pole but at the same
time it s essentially a woman s book and the story works itself out in the solution of a difficulty that
is continually presented in real life the wife s attitude in relation to her husband when both have well
defined careers
A Letter to Mr. Aikman, in Reply to His Work, “Judgment of the Judges of Jehovah.” 1876
The Paper Men 1985
A Man's Woman 2018-04-07
Representative Men of Connecticut, 1861-1894 1894
The Perfect Man 2007-04-17
Notes and Queries: a Medium of Inter-communication for Literary Men, Artists, Antiquaries, Genealogists,
Etc 1896
Stan Lee: Comic Book Writer & Creator of Spider-Man 2017-12-15
ESQ. 1985
The Eclectic Magazine of Foreign Literature, Science, and Art 1892
Outlines of Sermons Taken Chiefly from the Published Works of Unitarian Writers 1872
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A Man's Woman: Large Print 2019-10-02
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